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Abstract — In this paper, we have presented the performance 
results of NR-compliant waveforms under nonlinear HPA 
channels which also can be candidates for B5G/6G satellite 
communication for integrated terrestrial and satellite networks.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION   
Recently, the integration of terrestrial networks (TN) and non-

terrestrial networks (NTN) has drawn great interest in the third-
generation partnership project (3GPP) for the beyond 5G (B5G) 
and 6G standards [1]. It would be desirable to unify the air 
interface between two different networks from the several 
system requirements point of view [2][3]. Prior to the 
substantial work for 5G NTN networks, there were extensive 
studies about new waveforms for New Radio (NR) system. 
Apart from the selected CP-OFDM and DFT-s-OFDM schemes 
used in the LTE, Filtered OFDM (f-OFDM), Windowed OFDM 
(W-OFDM), Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC), Universal 
Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC), and Generalized Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (GFDM) were proposed and analyzed [4]. 
For the TN networks scenario, the proposed waveforms have 
improved lower Out-Of-Band-Emissions (OOBE) 
characteristics but mostly are still characterized as high Peak to 
Average Power Ratio (PAPR) signals. The NTN network is 
recognized as power limited system due to a large path loss by 
long propagation between gNB and UE. Thus, to secure more 
signal power gain, its operation should be close to the saturated 
region from the high power amplifier (HPA) which appears to 
nonlinear effect. Consequently, a pre-distortion scheme to 
overcome nonlinear amplifier characteristics can be typically 
used to reduce signal impairments in the ground segment. In 
this paper, we have presented the performance results under 
nonlinear HPA when NR-compliant waveforms are used. The 
paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe 
the system model. For comparative performance analysis, the 
simulation results are presented in section III.  

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
The OFDM signal s(m) can be represented as  

(1) 

where n is the symbol index and k is the subcarrier index, 
respectively. The dk(n) denotes I/Q signal in the time/frequency 

domain, () prototype filter impulse response, 
f∆ carrier 

spacing, and N is the number of active subcarriers. As 
mentioned, OOBE can generally be further reduced by passing 
the signal through a pass-band filter (). 
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where * is the linear convolution operator. The different 
waveforms are optimized through the selection and design of the 
two filters () and (). The function of () windowing and 
() filtering is denoted as W-OFDM and f-OFDM transmission 
respectively. In this paper, we mainly refer to [5] and [6] for 
windowing and filtering schemes.   

For HPA model, we have considered two kinds of general 
channel models consisting of an ideal linearized HPA acting as 
a hard limiter to amplitude variation and a realistic one. The 
ideal limiter model AM/AM can be expressed as  
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where x(t) and y(t) are the input and output signals from the 
ideal limiter, respectively; satx and saty are the input and output 
saturation (clipping) levels. The realistic channel model based 
on the measurement is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1. HPA AM/AM and AM/PM model  
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III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS 

A. PAPR comparison 
The PAPR of the signal can be expressed as 

                     (4) 
where nx are independent and identically distributed with 
Gaussian complex distribution Nyquist rate samples and N is 
the number of samples. The CCDF is as follows 

(5) 

 
Figure 2. PAPR performance of DFT-s-OFDM scheme with 

filtering/widowing function when subcarrier spacing 240kHz 
 

As shown in Fig. 2, the f-SC-OFDM (filtered single carrier 
OFDM, DFT-s-OFDM) seems to be slightly better than w-SC-
OFDM (windowed single carrier OFDM) and CP-SC-OFDM 
(Cyclic Prefix single carrier OFDM) in terms of PAPR 
performance.  

B. Power Spectral Density (PSD) measurements  
As depicted in Fig. 3(a), OOBE performance is significantly 
improved with f-OFDM and w-OFDM but the improvement 
would disappear when the HPA nonlinear channel is 
incorporated even though the perfect pre-distortion scheme is 
applied in Fig. 3 (c)(d). This is caused by the PAPR 
characteristics of these signals and is similar even when DFT 
precoding is used. When Input Back Off (IBO) is very 
significantly increased from Output Back Off (OBO) -3dB to 
OBO -8dB so that most of the input signal works in the linear 
part of the amplifier characteristic, then f-OFDM and w-OFDM 
are better than CP-OFDM in terms of OOBE like Fig. 3(b).  

 
(a) without HPA model 

(left: subcarrier spacing 15kHz, right: subcarrier spacing 240kHz) 

 
(b) with HPA model at  OBO -8dB 

(left: subcarrier spacing 15kHz, right: subcarrier spacing 240kHz) 

 
(c) with HPA model at OBO -3dB 

(left: subcarrier spacing 15kHz, right: subcarrier spacing 240kHz) 

 
(d) with HPA model at OBO -3dB and DFT precoding  

(left: subcarrier spacing 15kHz, right: subcarrier spacing 240kHz) 
 

Figure 3. PSD measurements  
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